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See article by Chen et al. [14] (pages 220 –232) in this circulating excitations to persist, was most likely respon-
issue. sible for maintenance of the arrhythmia. In 1964, based on
a simulation study, Moe and Abildskov formulated the
Ventricular and atrial fibrillation have fascinated clinical classical ‘multiple-wavelet’ hypothesis to explain the
cardiologists and cardiac scientists since the beginning of mechanisms of self-maintenance [7]. According to this
the last century [1,2]. They are important determinants of hypothesis circulating excitation waves would break into
cardiac mortality and morbidity, and their biophysical daughter waves at sites of gradients in refractoriness, while
mechanisms share close similarities with spatio-temporal other waves would extinguish by collision with anatomical
instabilities occurring in other excitable media, such as or functional boundaries (refractory tissue). In such a
chemical and biological non-cardiac excitation–diffusion highly unstable system, the disorder would maintain itself,
systems [3,4]. if the rate of formation of new wave breaks would equal or
Normal cardiac electrical excitation requires propagation exceed the rate of wave extinction. By contrast, in AF
from a pacemaker site and extinguishes after recovery to induced by rapid focal activation, the turbulent rapid
the resting state to be reexcited only by a new pacemaker activation would lead to multiple local circulating waves
pulse. However, even the normal myocardium fibrillates with rare or no full re-entries – a state which has been
relatively easily if electrically stimulated by an appropriate termed fibrillatory conduction (see Allessie et al. [8]).
protocol. In diseased states, tachycardia and fibrillation On a first glance, the experimental conditions to produce
may arise from a local site hosting a pathological substrate such extreme forms of AF may seem rather far from the
(e.g. regional ischemia) and/or be perpetuated by a more clinical reality. However, it has become increasingly
general change in the electrophysiological properties of the evident over the past years, that (1) human atrial fibrilla-
tissue (e.g. general shortening of the refractory period). tion occurs in various, diverse forms, and that (2) some of
The observation in the experimental laboratory of the these forms may at least partially share similarities with
sudden transition of a regularly beating heart to fibrillatory experimental models [9]. Also, clinical AF is rarely stable
activity of cardiac muscle had already stimulated important in its appearance and reaction to therapy but may evolve
experiments early last century. Another series of key from a paroxysmal form, where functional re-entry is
experiments by Dr. Gordon Moe and his collaborators likely to dominate, to a permanent form and even a chronic
started in 1959 [5]. By selecting the appropriate tools, form, where altered microstructure may be a crucial factor
these investigators could distinguish between two types of explaining the resistance to antiarrhythmic drugs and
experimentally induced atrial fibrillation (AF). In a first electrotherapy. If this alteration in structure is confined to
case, local application of aconitine [6] would produce a specific areas of the atria, e.g. the region around or below
type of AF that terminated upon mechanical isolation of the pulmonary veins, a ‘focal’ model of AF with accom-
the source (aconitine deposit) that initiated rapid focal panying fibrillatory conduction will be appropriate for the
excitation. In the second case, AF was induced by vagal description of the basic electrophysiological events. Other
stimulation and created AF, which was self-sustained. In clinical forms may better correspond to an intermediate
this case, re-entry, requiring a critical mass of tissue for the stage, where unstable, circulating excitation waves are
found during each cycle, sharing a common, anatomically-
defined pathway segment, e.g. the Bachmann’s bundle.*Tel.: 141-31-631-8740; fax: 141-31-631-8785.
´E-mail address: kleber@pyl.unibe.ch (A.G. Kleber). Most importantly, the biological medium determining the
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electrophysiological behavior of these different forms is shape. The convex curvature is associated with a mismatch
not stable in time but undergoes remodeling [9]. This between the source producing local excitatory circuit
remodeling is perpetuated by the arrhythmia itself (‘AF current in the head of the propagating wave and the load
begets AF’ [10]) and involves short term changes in ion excited by this same current. As a consequence, propaga-
channel expression and longer term changes in micro- tion velocity decreases with an increase in convexity of the
structure [9–11]. The importance of the different models wavefront, i.e. a decrease in curvature radius. At a critical
and the methods able to distinguish among the different value of curvature (in the inner core of a rotor or a spiral
forms is evident. While the purely functional re-entry is wave) the wave suddenly breaks. At this inner site, there is
expected to react to drugs prolonging refractoriness and/or a location in time and space where the depolarizing tissue
abolishing conduction at sites of unidirectional block and zone or ‘phase’ in the wavefront head (e.g. characterized
1current-to-load mismatch, the evolution to structurally by flow of Na inward current), the already excited
defined re-entry will make AF less responsive to drugs (refractory) phase and the non-exited, resting phase merge
either affecting the tail or the head of the propagating wave into a single location, the phase-singularity. It is obvious
fronts. If the structural changes are heterogeneous and that experimental determination of the locations of phase
most prominent at specific locations, surgical and ablation singularities will provide, at the temporal resolution of the
techniques may be appropriate. Also drugs slowing or optical mapping system, important information about the
preventing the remodeling process may become important. dynamic behavior of wavelets in AF. Thus, it provides an
Further to selecting and defining appropriate experimen- elegant approach to test the original hypothesis of Dr.
tal models for various forms of AF, the basic scientist is Gordon Moe in a given experimental setting [7]. Using this
faced with the problem of analyzing fibrillating, seemingly original approach, Chen et al. show that atrial fibrillation in
disordered, electrical activity at high spatio-temporal res- arterially-perfused hearts of normal sheep, exposed to
olution. Several kinds of information may be important in acetylcholine, consists of a large number of wavelets of
experimental analysis. The first concerns the local change small dimensions and short duration. Mapping relatively
in transmembrane potential. For analysis of propagation, large areas (335 cm in the right atrium, 333 cm in the left
the time of the maximal steepness of the upstroke of the atrium), Chen et al. show that the majority of wavelets
transmembrane potential is usually (and arbitrarily) taken have a very short life span, insufficient to produce full
as the local activation time. It is reflected in the unipolar reentry. In the majority of cases, waves encountering
extracellular electrogram as the steepest portion of the locally refractory tissue break up into two phase-sin-
intrinsic deflection [12]. As long as the information can be gularities that rotate in opposite direction (‘figure of eight
limited to the analysis of propagation alone without re-entry’). Full re-entrant circuits are rarely seen and
emphasis on local details, such as the exact definition of necessitate a large separation of the phase-singularities (8
sites of unidirectional block with respect to the underlying mm in average). Moreover, the rate of wavelets leaving a
micro-structure or the exact size of areas of functional given area is in most cases smaller than the rate of entering
block, the use of extracellular electrodes is certainly the wavelets, suggesting that the relative large mapping area
method of choice. Direct multisite optical measurement of comprises fibrillatory conduction in most cases, but full
transmembrane or intracellular potential, involving the re-entry in only about 10% of the recordings. Relative to
recording of the fluorescence change of dyes sensitive to the total number of phase singularities observed, only 2%
membrane potential, was originally introduced into cardiac of the circulating wavelets lead to full reentrant circuits. As
science by Dillon and Morad [13] and has ever since found a further interesting finding, it is shown that the spatial
a wide application in the analysis of arrhythmia mecha- organization of phase singularities is not random, sug-
nisms. In the setting of atrial and ventricular fibrillation, it gesting the involvement of the atrial micro-structure in the
allows recording of a signal proportional to the whole formation of new (non-reentrant) wavelets. As a main
transmembrane action potential. Therefore, not only depo- conclusion, Chen et al. suggest that, even in vagally-
larization but also repolarization can be analyzed. As induced AF, fibrillatory conduction is the major mecha-
shown by Chen et al. [14] in this issue of Cardiovascular nism explaining excitation of large parts of the atria. On
Research, the optical mapping technique also enables a the basis of earlier work, maintenance of AF was sug-
more accurate spatio-temporal definition of the inner cores gested to be due to one or a few stationary sources
of the excitation waves during AF, the so-called wave confined to left atrium in this model [18]. As extensively
breaks or phase singularities. This work has been carried discussed by Chen et al., these results are in partial conflict
out in the outstanding laboratory of Dr. Jalife that has with earlier results by Allessie et al. who observed at least
contributed essentially to our understanding of the mecha- three rotating waves per atrium during sustained AF [8].
nism of fibrillating myocardium [15,16]. The term phase Although it is possible that these discrepancies are due to
singularity denotes a fascinating behavior of circulating species-related differences, both the studies by Allessie et
´cardiac excitation waves (see e.g. Fast and Kleber for al. and by Chen et al. provide a common message. It
review [17]). If a cardiac wave turns around a functional or appears that fibrillatory conduction in acute, vagally-in-
anatomical obstacle, the wavefront assumes a convex duced AF, can explain the excitation patterns in a large
´A.G. Kleber / Cardiovascular Research 48 (2000) 181 –184 183
11part of the atria, either in the presence of a few (but not Ca during fibrillation. Further experiments are required
‘multiple’) unstable, fully-reentrant waves or with one or to clarify these points. One may argue that knowledge of
more stationary sources maintaining AF. the oscillation-like behavior of membrane potential is
The fascinating visualization of phase singularities or sufficient to define electrical propagation per se during
wave breaks from local recordings of transmembrane defibrillation. However, if the interest is focused on the
action potentials may revive a classical discussion related effect of drugs in AF, simultaneous knowledge of the
to the interpretation of extracellular or transmembrane underlying state of ion channels would provide additional
potential recordings with respect to the underlying be- relevant information.
havior of ionic channels. In a normally propagating planar As a whole, the study by Chen et al. is an important and
wavefront, the flow of ionic current through specific interesting step towards the understanding of the mecha-
protein channels can be related to a given phase of the nisms underlying the various forms of atrial fibrillation.
transmembrane action potential. This correlation, which
requires sophisticated computer simulation for quantifica-
tion [19], is very important for the understanding of the References
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